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Abstract

Supersymmetry breaking at finite temperature is investigated

by using the real-time formalism. We derive the Ward-Takahashi

identities of the composite fields by using the path integral

formalism. We also calculate the one-loop correction to fermion

and boson masses, and discuss the connection of the perturbative

result with that obtained from the effective potential. Our

result shows that supersymmetry is broken explicitly even in the

real-time formalism.

Quantum field theory at finite temperature1 (T =^-} has

2) -7 J

many interesting applications, one of which is to investi-

gate the evolution of the universe. Currently it is hoped that

supersymmetry (SUSY) may play an important role in particle

physics though there is no indication of SUSY in nature.

Thus it is necessary to study the behavior of SUSY at finite

temperature.

Das and Kaku first noted that SUSY is automatically

broken at finite temperature due to the difference in the

statistics of fermions and bosons. After their discovery, SUSY

breaking at finite temperature has become an interesting

theoretical problem. In fact some of the conclusions reached by

various people are contradicting with each other.

Earlier the issue was on the correct boundary condition

needed to introduce temperature in the imaginary-time

formalism. Several people claimed that SUSY transformation

should be modified so that they can hold even at finite tempera-

ture. This can be done by replacing the Grassman parameter 6

with (-1)F£ where (-1)F is the Klein operator. A direct

consequence of this is the unphysical boundary condition of

fermicn fields. We would think that this point of view, although

it may be made consistent, has nothing to do with reality.

Another and more important issue is the nature of SUSY

breaking at T # 0. If SUSY is broken spontaneously bi T = 0, the

Goldstone theorem requires the appearance of the Nambu-Goldstone

{NG) fermion. If the breaking is "explicit" there is no NG
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fermion. Expecting the theorem to hold at finite temperature,

people have provided analysis for and against the

appearance of the NG fermion. A new finding, in this respec t,

obtained in the recent investigation is the existence of a

composite field, called "thermal super pair" with a zero ene /y

singularity. This thermal pair may be thought of as a

substitute for the NG fermion. (Readers are referred to rp 16)

for the detail.) However the authors of refs- 14) and 15) claim

that the elementary NG fermion appears at the one-loop level. On

the other hand it is shown in ref. 16) that the Ward-Takahashi

(WT) identities at T / Q are satisfied without the NG fermion,

indicating the absence of the NG fermion.

In this paper we would like to present out results related

to £USY breaking at T j* 0. Now that the importance of thermal

super pair is recognized it is of significance to derive the WT

identity incorporating the composite operators. Sec. 2 is

devoted to its derivation. In sec. 3 we calculate the thermal

effect on fermion and boson fields in the one-loop approximation.

We present the temperature dependence of the masses in the two

extreme cases, i.e., in the low and high temperatures. In sec. 4

we discuss the connection of the result in sec. 3 with that from

the effective potential obtained by the variational method. Sec.

5 is devoted to the discussion.

2. Ward-Takahashi Identities with Composite Fields

In order to investigate the real time response, it is

"Feynman rules" unambiguous]'/, it is necessary to introduce the

redundant fields y in addition to the physical fields y. Such a

formalism is called thermo field dynamics.18) Thus in order to

derive the WT identities in the real-time formalism, we must use

thermo field dynamics. In the following discussion, however, we

will drop the fields <f only for simplicity. If necessary, we can

incorporate the tilde fields £P immediately.

As an illustration, we shall present the derivation of the

19 )WT identities for the Wess-Zumino model and then extend it so

that composite fields may be incorporated. In the following, all

quantities are understood as bare quantities.

The Lagrangian is given by

+ m ( F A + G B -•=••>

g[V(A2-B2) + 2GAB

Consider the following local SUSY transformation.

(2-D

( 2 . 2 )

necessary to use the real time formalism.4) To define the

where £ (x) is an arbitrary anti-commuting c number. Then the

Lagrangian in (2.1) changes as follows.
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(2.3) ~

where

and the Noether current (supercurrent) is given by

(2.8)

Next, we introduce the source terms of the composite fields

in a supersymmetric way. The procedure is the same as above. We

will find that SUSY restricts the form of composite operators„

Define chiral sources for composite fields by

^ V -i(T-i$ Yy)J

We may couple ch i r a l superf ields to c l a s s i c a l sources.

For ch i ra l superfields

; 0)

with

and chiral sources

(2.5)

(2.6)

Then

h.c.

= (A2-B2)u+ 2ABJ4 + 2(AF+BG- -^l

+ 2(AG-BF+ i ^IYA ) j - - j / (A+i

2.9)

(2.10)

Therefore the whole Lagrangian including the source terms is

given by

J(z,e) &"&„• (JA-iJB) , (2.7)
wz

we find the following supersymmetric source terms, And by construction it satisfies under the local SUSY transforma-

tion (2.2) ,
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All fields of (2.1) have mass m. So (2.16) holds without the NG

fermions in spite of non zero <̂ F̂ .

Example II

The WT identities involving composite fields can be obtained

by applying functional derivatives with respect to j . . For
S I

instance -= (Z. 14) leads to.

In the limit J. = j = 0, we

= 0

Thus we obtain

<AT

"+ I
(2.18)

in the one-loop order. It should be noticed that SUSV requires

(A+lBY^)1!' to behave as "thermal superpair" and the relevant order

parameter is given by AF+BG- -j ilaL .

3. Masses at Finite Temperature

In the previous section, we have shown that finite tempera-

ture breaks SUSY in the sense that the change of operator under

SUSY does not vanish. To determine whether SUSY is broken

spontaneously or explicitly, we must investigate the higher

order effects at finite temperature.

If SUSY is broken spontaneously, masses of fermions and

bosons have some special relations. Especially, spontaneous

breaking of SUSY implies the appearance of the Nambu-Goldstone

(NG) fermion. To investigate mass relations, we will calculate

the one-loop self-energy corrections to fermions and bosons. The

advantage of the real-time formalism is that the renormalized

mass can be determined as the pole of the propagator.

The real time free propagators for bosons and fermions can

be written as

where E =Vk +m . In our one-loop calculations, propagators of

the tilde fields are not necessary. In the calculation we
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eliminate the auxiliary fields by using the equations of motion,

that is, the Lagrangian we are considering is given by

<3-21

We calculate the self-energy diagrams by setting the external

momentum to be p = 0 and p Q # 0. For the zero temperature part

the dimensional regularization is employed.

The first diagram to be calculated is the "tadpole"

diagrams, shown in Fig. 1. The contributions of these diagrams,

denoted by T, is

I I

(3.3)

The effect of the one-loop tadopoles is to shift the zeroth order

vacuum expectation value by an amount '

(3.4)

where in the last equation we have used (2.16). In the case of

spontaneously broken global symmetry, this tadopole term is also

necessary to ensure the appearance of the Nambu-Goldstone boson

2 3)

even at finite temperature.

Next, we calculate the one-loop corrections to the fermion

mass. There are five diagrams shown in Fig. 2. We represent the

summation of these corrections b y £ , which is divided into three

parts, i.e., the zero temperature part 210 f the finite temperature

effect by bosons (A,B) exchange ZIR and the tadopole contribution

r(r)

Z = 20 * -i-

The results of these calculations are

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

/I Twhere n is the space-time dimension and E = y k +m
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At zero temperature, only /.^ survives in (3.5), and the

divergence can be absorbed to the wave function renormalization,

and the renormalized mass m is expressed by

£• P (3.9)

At finite temperature, the propagator of the fermion is

represented by (we will neglect the term proportional to the £-

function),

ypO'°>

gives the mass correction which is the second term of the r.h.s.

in (3.12) .

We can calculate the temperature dependence of the fermion

mass explicitly by using (3.7), (3.8), (3.11) and (3.12). To

represent our result, we will use the renormalized mass (m ) and

coupling constant (g ) at 2ero temperature. At low temperature

(/!?? 1) , we have

(3.13)

Xfi, -
(near the mass s h e l l ) , (3.10) At high temperature (|S«1), we obtain

where

it
13.11)

(3.14)

(3.12)

In the last equation, we have used (3.4). The meaning of the

equation in tho brackets is clear. At finite temperature the

scalar field A evolves non-vanishing thermal expectation value

which is given by (3.4). Then, the Yukawa interaction in (3.2)

In the above calculation, we have rescaled the all momenta in

(3.7) by a factor^ , and neglected Sf, = pin terms, expecting that

they are negligibly small. Our result shows that no elementary

NG boson appear at finite temperature.

The self-energy diagrams of the scalar fields A and B are

shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. We represent the summation

of these graphs byTT, and divide it into three parts, i.e., the
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zero temperature part T\o , the finite temperature effect by bosons

and fermion exchange ]L , and the tadopole contribution Til1"'1 :

IT =

where J|, is common to both A and B, and is given by

The boson propagator may be rewritten

(3.15)

(3.16)

Up if, ) - o2§ J i^TjL+E1- ft J

?-$\:

(3.20)

z

where

7 = i + -$--!— + JL-

(near the mass shell), (3.17)

(3.18)

r
/1(rj ,frt i

= -24-fj ̂  r

ii- / )
(3.21)

Let us now apply the above formalism to the A field. The

self-energy corrections are given by

wher^ the suffix A represents the correction to the A field.

When we have calculated the high temperature case, we have

neglected i5f> and (in. terms. For the case of low temperature, the

effective mass (3.19) becomes
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and

MA " mr "

tI ' J*

(3-25)

At high temperature, IT* is independent of pn- So the Z factor

in (3.18) is independent of fl . Thus we obtain

2 2 ^f~
"A mr + 9rmr + ^

= m* - - ~ - (3.23, P 1 '
I. /} y |

where use has been made of M ̂  = 6gm<A>. where we have again set pQ = m = 0 in the case of fi«l. Eg.

For the case of B field, the result obtained by calculating (3.25) shows that at very high temperature the wave function

the diagrams in Fig. 3 is renormalization is the same as that of zero temperature. Substi-

tuting (3.24) and (3.25) into (3.18) and (3.19), we obtain the

__. P ( d'k "B." I effective B boson mass MB to find

Mg = ml (3.26,

This means that in the ore-loop approximation the mass of the B

boson remains constant at any finite temperature. The same

result has been obtained in the high temperature case by

Girardello et al., though their model Lagrangian is slightly

different from ours. In the case of high temperature, (3.26) can

{3.24, D e rewritten as
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(3-27)

where we have used /_• , - 2gm<A>. This equation is useful when

we compare the above results with those obtained by another

method, i.e., the method of the effective potential.

4. Comparison with the Effective Potential Approach

In this section we will investigate the finite temperature

effect by using the one-loop effective potential, and the connec-

tion of the result with that obtained by the perturbative calcu-

lations done in the previous section. To compute the effective

potential, expand the Lagrangian ̂ ff(^) around ^fo , where 91 is the

constant vacuum expectation value shifted by introducing the

external source. The effective potential is obtained by

performing the path integral over the quantum fields ^y-= & - ̂ f0 ,

expressing the integral in terras of 5^ * a n^ dropping the source

terms (which corresponds to the Legendre transformation):

In the high temperature expansion, we find that the temperature

dependent part is

where nfa is the number of bosons and n is the number of Majorana

fermions. Thus the effective potential is obtained by adding the

zero temperature part to (4.2) :

V0 + V(J •eff = V0 + V(J (4.3)

In the case of Wess-zumino Lagrangian (3.2), we find, after

the zero temperature renormalization,

V

(4.4)^.^V#.

in the Q« 1 case. In (4.4), we have omitted the suffix (r).

Note that the /3 dependence of the quadratic and linear terms in

(4.4) is consistent with the perturbative calculation (3.20),

(3.25), and (3.3). The ground state expectation values of (4.4)

are

A> = r + &irh
(4.5)

< B> = 0 ,

which gives the same result as that obtained by calculating the

tadopole diagrams (3.4). We can also ralculate the masses from

(4.4). The result is
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" y = Z.f[m+2g<A>J ,

= ZA[ra2+6gm<A> + - 4 - + &(#*)] (4.6)

+2gm<A>

where Z's are the wave function renormalization factors, and we

can not find their values without explicit perturbative calcula-

tions, Eqs. (4.6) are in agreement with (3.12), (3.23), and

(3.27) .

In the approximation where the leading terms of-— are

retained in the one-loop calculations, the effective action (the

generating functional of proper vertices) 1~*R (A,B^l reads

(4.7)

where we have performed zero temperature renormalization. Eq.

(4.7) shows that SUSY is broken explicitly.

5. Discussion

Let us summarize our result briefly, and compare ours with

others.

(1) In this paper we have investigated the symmetry breaKing

of SUSY induced by finite temperature by using the real-time

formalism. Our result shows that SUSY is broken explicitly by

the difference of the statistics between bosons and fermions, and

no NG fermion exists at finite temperature if the theory is

supersymmetric at zero temperature.

(2) It should be noted that the WT identities hold only for

the bare quantities, namely in the present context, for those

respecting supersymmetric mass relation, m = m - ntj . We have

shown that the WT identities, (2.15) and (2.1R), hold with this

mass relation. For renormalized Lagrangians, we can not assure

the validity of the the WT identities at finite temperature. In

this case it is necessary to construct the renormalized action

from the bare action by the explicit calculations to investigate

whether the renorrnalized one is invariant under the SUSY

transformation.

(3) We have calculated the thermal effects by two methods.

One is the explicit perturbative calculation and the other is the

variational method (the method to calculate the effective

potential). We have shown that two methods are consistent. This

means that these two methods give the same result only when we

shift both A and B fields by constant fields to calculate the

effective potential. In refs. 14) and 15), they shift only A

field to calculate the effective potential. Thus their result is
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inconsistent with the perturbative result. In this point we

agree with Girardello et al. while the latter used imaginary-

time formalism.

(4) For bosons the wave function renormalization factor at

high temperature is the same as that at zero temperature. On the

other hand, the wave function renormalization factor of fermion

has temperature dependence. The temperature dependence of the Z

factor also reflects in the fermion mass. In ref. 11}, they

calculate naively the fermion mass from the effective potential

neglecting the wave function renormalization. Thus our result

differs from theirs by the Z factor. (The model we have chosen

is slightly different from theirs, but the conclusion does not

change by the choice of the model.)
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